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Description

FIELD

[0001] The embodiments herein relate to computing
devices assigning threads to memory locations in order
to achieve performance goals.

BACKGROUND

[0002] As the microprocessor industry continues to im-
prove the performance of central processing units
(CPUs), more emphasis is being placed on designs sup-
porting greater degrees of parallelism in CPUs, as well
as multiple CPUs on a single chip. This emphasis is due
to, at least in part, an increased need for thread-level
parallelism. As is well known in the art, multiple applica-
tions may execute in parallel on a multi-tasking operating
system. Furthermore, each of these applications may be
further divided into multiple threads of execution. Each
thread may be also referred to as a "process" or "task."
A highly-parallel system is able to execute potentially
many threads concurrently, and thereby improve system
performance.
[0003] However, threads in such a system may con-
tend for access to memory. Memory in computer systems
is typically hierarchical, with small amounts of fast mem-
ory located nearby the CPU(s) in a cache, while a larger
amount of slower memory is available in main memory
(e.g., RAM) and an even larger amount of yet slower
memory is available in secondary storage (e.g., a disk
drive). A thread may require memory to hold its instruc-
tions and data. Instructions are the actual microprocessor
codes that a CPU will execute on behalf of a thread. The
set of all instructions that comprise an executable pro-
gram is sometimes referred to as the program’s "image."
Data is the memory that a thread uses during execution.
[0004] Given that a CPU can typically read or write
cache memory in a small number of clock cycles, it is
desirable to maintain a copy of a thread’s instructions
and data resident in the cache. However, when the cache
is shared between all of the threads that are executing
in the system, any one of these threads is unlikely to have
all of its instructions or data cache-resident. This can lead
to worst-case situations in which each thread that is task-
switched into a CPU has no cache-resident instructions
or data, because other thread(s) have used all of the
available cache lines. The cache then must reload the
appropriate instruction and data from slower main mem-
ory, which delays execution of the thread. This phenom-
enon is known as "thrashing" the cache.
[0005] In real-time computer systems, such as avion-
ics command and control systems, critical threads may
need to execute a certain number of times within a given
time frame. When critical threads contend with one an-
other or with other threads for cache space, the overall
efficiency of the system is reduced. For example, the
system might have to be configured to assume that a

worst-case cache delay occurs each time a critical thread
is task-switched into a CPU. It is desirable to allow a real-
time system to operate correctly on inexpensive, off-the-
shelf hardware. However, cache-thrashing of critical
threads may result in the system being able to support
fewer threads, or the system requiring faster and more
expensive hardware.
[0006] EP 1182567 A1 discloses a digital system pro-
vided with several processors, a shared level II cache
having several segments per entry with associated tags,
and a level III physical memory. Each tag entry includes
a task-ID qualifier field and a resource ID qualifier field.
Data is located into various lines in the cache in response
to cache access requests when a given cache access
request misses. US 6574 682 discloses a method of data
flow enhancement for processor architectures with
cache.
[0007] US Published Patent Specification
2006/0259733 describes logically-partitioning respective
processors of a multi-processor in which determination
of the amount of memory to be allocated to each request-
ing processor based on requested amount of memory by
other processors.
[0008] As is known in the art, the term "CPU" can refer
to a single CPU core of a multi-CPU integrated circuit, or
die. For purposes of simplicity, the term "CPU" shall in-
clude, but not be limited to, a CPU core that may operate
in either a single core or a multi-core system.

SUMMARY

[0009] The present invention in its various embodi-
ments is as set out in the appended claims. An improve-
ment to computing systems is introduced that allows a
cache to be logically divided so that contention between
multiple threads is limited, or eliminated. The system as-
signs memory to threads so that portions of a cache will
be reserved for one or more threads. Other threads may
share the remaining portions of the cache. With this im-
provement, inexpensive, off the-shelf hardware can be
used to enable a multi-threaded software system that
may have specific real-time processing and latency re-
quirements.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010]

Figure 1 is a block diagram of a computing system;
Figure 2 is a block diagram of a caching system;
Figure 3 is a block diagram of a caching system;
Figure 4 is a block diagram of a caching system;
Figure 5 is a block diagram of a caching system;
Figure 6 is a flow chart illustrating a method for cache
pooling for computing systems;
Figure 7 is a flow chart illustrating a method for cache
pooling for computing systems;
Figure 8 is a block diagram of a memory addressing
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system.

DESCRIPTION

[0011] Figure 1 comprises a multi-core CPU system
100 with an associated memory hierarchy. The micro-
processor chip 110 comprises N CPUs, or cores,
112,114, 116, each capable of executing one or more
threads in parallel. Each CPU is coupled, via a CPU bus
118, to at least a level 1 (L1) cache 122 and a translation
lookaside buffer 124 (TLB). The L1 cache 122 and TLB
124 contain memory and computing logic. A memory bus
120 couples the L1 cache 122 and TLB 124 to a level 2
(L2) cache 126. Similar to L1 cache 122 and TLB 124,
L2 cache 126 contains memory and computing logic. L2
cache 126 is coupled to main memory 128, and main
memory 128 is in turn coupled to secondary storage 130.
Without loss of generality, and for the sake of illustration
and enablement, it can be assumed that an L2 cache
126 is a smaller, faster memory than main memory 128,
and that a secondary storage 130 is larger, slower mem-
ory than main memory 128.
[0012] It should be understood, however, that this and
other arrangements and processes described herein are
set forth for purposes of example only, and other arrange-
ments and elements (e.g., machines, interfaces, func-
tions, orders of elements, etc.) can be added or used
instead and some elements may be omitted altogether.
Further, as in most computer architectures, those skilled
in the art will appreciate that many of the elements de-
scribed herein are functional entities that may be imple-
mented as discrete components or in conjunction with
other components, in any suitable combination and lo-
cation. For example, CPU bus 118 may consist of multiple
independent busses so that each CPU, 112, 114, 116,
can access the L1 cache 122 and TLB 124 without con-
tending for a CPU bus with the other CPUs. Furthermore,
the system 100 might not comprise an L1 cache 122 and
an L2 cache 126, but could comprise a single cache or
more than two caches. Yet further, L2 cache 126 may be
either within the microprocessor chip 110 or part of an-
other chip in the system. Even further, a system may
contain multiple independent main memories and sec-
ondary storages, not shown in Figure 1. Each unit of
memory in system 100 may comprise semiconductor
memory, magnetic memory, optical memory, acoustic
memory, biological memory, or any combination of these
memory technologies, or any other memory technology
used in conjunction with computational devices.
[0013] The purpose of the caches 122 and 126 in sys-
tem 100 is to temporarily hold instructions, data, or both,
that are being used by tasks executing on one of CPUs
112, 114, 116. As is known to those skilled in the art,
patterns of computer memory access exhibit both spatial
and temporal locality of reference. That is, once a main
memory 128 location MX is accessed, it is likely that a
nearby main memory 128 location MY will also be ac-
cessed, and it is also likely that main memory 128 location

MX will again be accessed soon. Thus, it is advantageous
to store data from recently-accessed main memory 128
locations and their neighboring locations in a fast-mem-
ory cache, such as L2 cache 126, because it is likely that
a CPU 112, 114, 116 will once again have to access one
of those main memory 128 locations. By storing the data
from main memory 128 locations in L2 cache 126, the
system avoids the latency of having to access main mem-
ory 128 or secondary storage 130 to read the data.
[0014] While the basic unit of storage in many program-
ming languages is the byte (8 bits), most CPUs 112, 114,
116 use a unit of operation that is several bytes. For ex-
ample, in a 32-bit microprocessor, memory addresses
are typically 32 bits wide. Thus, for main memories that
are byte-addressable, a 32-bit microprocessor can ad-
dress 232 (4,294,967,296) individual bytes (4 Gigabytes),
where those bytes are numbered 0 through
4,294,967,295. Due to spatial locality of reference, most
microprocessors cache main memory 128 in groups of
bytes called "lines." Each line is a fixed number of con-
tiguous bytes. For example, a 32-bit microprocessor
might have a line size of 16 bytes, which means that
when a byte from main memory 128 is fetched into L2
cache 126, the rest of the line is brought into L2 cache
126 as well. Thus, when referring to locations in both
main memory 128 and a L2 cache 126, depending on
context, the granularity may be any of various sizes be-
tween bytes and lines.
[0015] Regardless of the mechanics of memory ac-
cess, the fact that L2 cache 126 is typically much smaller
than main memory 128 means that not all main memory
128 locations can be simultaneously resident in L2 cache
126. In order to maintain performance, L2 cache 126 typ-
ically will execute a simple operation to map a main mem-
ory 128 location to a limited number of L2 cache 126
locations. Figure 2 comprises exemplary cache map-
pings. For purposes of illustration, memory system 200
comprises main memory 128 with 16 lines, direct mapped
cache 204 with 4 lines, and 2-way set associative cache
206, also with 4 lines. The main memory 128 lines are
numbered in binary 0000 (0 in decimal) to 1111 (15 in
decimal). The direct mapped cache 204 lines are num-
bered in binary 00 (0 in decimal) to 11 (3 in decimal). The
2-way set associative cache 206 lines are grouped into
sets comprising two lines each, where the sets are num-
bered in binary 0 (0 in decimal) to 1 (1 in decimal).
[0016] Main memory 128 is mapped to direct mapped
cache 204 by performing a modulus operation where the
divisor is the number of lines in direct mapped cache 204.
Thus, in the example of Figure 2, a main memory 128
line M is mapped to direct mapped cache 204 line C with
the operation M mod 4. This means that main memory
128 line 0000 is mapped to direct mapped cache 204 line
00, main memory 128 line 0001 is mapped to direct
mapped cache 204 line 01, and so on. Memory conten-
tion occurs when the same or different threads access
two or more main memory 128 lines that map to the same
direct mapped cache 204 line. For example, assume that
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thread T1 has recently accessed main memory 128 line
0000 and this main memory 128 line has been mapped
to direct mapped cache 204 line 00. Then thread T2 ac-
cesses main memory 128 line 1000, which also maps to
direct mapped cache 204 line 00. Direct mapped cache
204 will replace its copy of main memory 128 line 0000
with main memory 128 line 1000. If thread T1 subse-
quently accesses main memory 128 line 0000 again, the
direct mapped cache 204 will replace its copy of main
memory 128 line 1000 with main memory 128 line 0000.
In this example, direct mapped cache 204 line 00 is being
thrashed, and the system 200 is suffering from poor per-
formance due to having to access main memory 128 fre-
quently.
[0017] In order to overcome some of the limitations of
direct mapped caches, set associative caches may be
used. In an n-way set associative cache, the cache space
is divided into sets, each comprising n lines. Main mem-
ory 128 lines are mapped to a set, and within each set a
main memory 128 line can be mapped to any cache line.
The mapping is determined by performing a modulus op-
eration to select a set, where the divisor is the number
of sets in the cache. Then, a line is chosen from within
that set. Thus, following the example above, both main
memory 128 lines 0000 and 1000 would be mapped to
set 0 of 2-way set associative cache 206, and could both
be cache-resident within that set. However, if a thread
T3 were to access main memory 128 line 0100, either
main memory 128 line 0000 or main memory 128 line
1000 would have to be removed from set 0 of 2-way set
associative cache 206 in order to make room for main
memory 128 line 0100.
[0018] The examples above are not meant to be com-
prehensive discussions of caching. Cache design and
usage also includes other factors, such as replacement
algorithms, write-back versus write-through tradeoffs,
and, in designs with multiple caches, maintaining data
coherency between these caches. Other types of cache
mappings are also possible.
[0019] In addition to improving memory performance
through caching, modern computing systems also use
virtual memory. In a system supporting virtual memory,
physical memory is divided into pages, wherein each
page is a contiguous block. Here, physical memory may
comprise main memory 128, some portion of main mem-
ory 128, or a combination of main memory 128 and some
other memory module. Typically, all pages are the same
size, but uniform page size is not a requirement. A region
of secondary storage 130 may also be divided into pages
in the same fashion. As discussed above, a 32-bit CPU
may be able to address 232 bytes (4 Gigabytes). How-
ever, if the system comprises a physical memory with
only 228 bytes (256 Megabytes), without virtual memory,
only 1/16th of the system’s potential address space can
be used. Using virtual memory, all 32 bits of address
space can be addressed. Within secondary storage 130,
232 bytes are reserved for virtual memory. Assuming a
page size of 212 bytes (4 Kilobytes), physical memory

can be divided into 216 pages, and secondary storage
130 can be divided into 220 pages. The 220 pages of
secondary storage 130 can be mapped to any of the 216

pages of physical memory. Like caching, physical mem-
ory will typically hold pages that are currently being used
or have recently been used. A CPU is presented with a
32-bit view of physical memory and may not be aware
that physical memory is only 228 bits.
[0020] An exemplary system 300 encompassing virtu-
al memory is shown in Figure 3. Exemplary system 300
comprises a CPU 302, virtual memory 312, page table
314, and physical memory 316. When CPU 302 access-
es a memory location, it forms a virtual address 304,
which comprises a virtual page V 306 and an offset 308
within virtual page V 306. Page table 314 contains map-
pings of virtual pages to physical pages. For example,
virtual page 0 maps to physical page 507 and virtual page
1 maps to physical page 212. Thus, exemplary system
300 uses virtual page V 306 to look up physical page P
322 in page table 314. Offset 308 is concatenated with
physical page P 322 to form physical address 320, which
is then used to access physical memory 316.
[0021] A drawback to virtual memory is that each time
a CPU needs to access a memory location, two look ups
must occur. First, the system looks up the virtual page
to physical page mapping in the page table 314 to acquire
physical address 320. Then, the system looks up physical
address 320. Both page table 314 and physical address
320 may reside in main memory 128 or secondary stor-
age 130. In order to speed up the translation from virtual
addresses to physical addresses, a TLB 124 may be
used. TLB 124 is a cache-like memory that only stores
parts of page table 314. Thus, by maintaining a copy of
recently-accessed page table 314 translations in TLB
124, most of the time only one look up to main memory
128 or secondary storage 130 is required for a memory
access.
[0022] Virtual memory provides several benefits to an
operating system and application programmer. First, vir-
tual memory allows a CPU to address a memory space
that is larger than a system’s main memory 128 size. This
is accomplished by allocating more pages in secondary
storage 130 than exist in main memory 128. Second,
virtual memory provides each thread with the illusion that
it has access to a potentially large amount of contiguous
memory, when that memory may cross several pages,
and some of those pages may be swapped out to sec-
ondary storage 130. Third, virtual memory provides a
means of protecting memory used by one thread from
interference from another thread. For example, pages
used by a particular thread can be marked as accessible
only by that thread. This would avoid another thread from
reading to or writing from that particular thread’s memory.
[0023] The systems and processes described in Fig-
ures 1-3 provide an overview of how caching and virtual
memory operate. In the following, improvements to these
systems are presented.
[0024] Real-time computer systems are subject to con-
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straints that typical computing systems, such as personal
computers or enterprise servers, are not designed to han-
dle. Examples of real-time systems include those that
control equipment used in avionics, telephony, automo-
biles, aeronautics, medicine, finance, industrial control,
and various military applications. In a real-time system,
specific critical threads may need to be able to execute
a certain number of times per quantum, or may need to
be able to complete execution within a specific amount
of time from when they are started. Failure to meet these
constraints could result in significant inconvenience to
users, financial loss, substantial damage to property, or
even loss of life. Thus, one measure of criticality that real-
time systems may need to attain is the ability to execute
certain threads within a non-varying or minimally-varying
time frame.
[0025] In order to meet real-time constraints, a system
can advantageously manage main memory 128 so that
L2 cache 126 thrashing is limited or eliminated for some
threads. While some CPUs have the ability to pool cach-
es, more cost-effective systems can be built with off-the-
shelf CPU components. Thus, by utilizing mechanisms
that allow cache pooling for any CPU or memory subsys-
tem, the same advantages can be realized at lower cost.
[0026] In a first embodiment, illustrated in Figure 4, a
system 400 manages main memory 128 and a direct
mapped cache 404. Main memory 128 comprises 16
lines and direct mapped cache 404 comprises 4 lines.
System 400 further comprises a critical thread, T(C) 410,
and a plurality of non-critical threads, T(N1) 412, T(N2)
414, and T(N3) 416.
[0027] During operation, it is determined that critical
thread T(C) 410 requires a dedicated portion of direct
mapped cache 404 for its instructions and data. While
many different arrangements of assigning threads to
main memory 128 locations can achieve this goal, the
following example is used for purposes of illustration. A
step in this process includes determining an appropriate
partitioning for direct mapped cache 404. As input to this
determination, the threads supported in system 400 and
their relative criticalities may be considered. Additionally,
the dimensions of main memory 128, secondary storage
130, and direct mapped cache 404 may be considered.
Other factors may be considered as well.
[0028] For sake of illustration and without loss of gen-
erality, assume that in system 400, direct mapped cache
404 is divided into two pools, pool A 406 and pool B 408.
Assume further that pool A 406 is chosen to be dedicated
to critical thread T(C) 410. Eight main memory 128 lines
map to pool A 406: 0000, 0001, 0100, 0101, 1000, 1001,
1100, and 1101. Assuming yet further that critical thread
T(C) 410 requires two main memory 128 lines to store
its instructions and data, another step in the process is
to determine to which main memory 128 lines critical
thread T(C) 410 should be assigned.
[0029] This determination can also take many factors
into account. A factor of primary importance is to assign
the two main memory 128 lines such that critical thread

T(C) 410 so that critical thread T(C) 410 does not contend
with itself for the cache. For example, in system 400, of
the eight main memory 128 lines map to pool A 406, four
(0000, 0100, 1000, 1100) map to direct mapped cache
404 location 00, while the other four (0001, 0101, 1001,
1101) map to direct mapped cache 404 location 01. If
critical thread T(C) 410 is assigned two main memory
128 lines both contained in the group 0000, 0100, 1000,
1100 or both contained in the group 0001, 0101, 1001,
1101, critical thread T(C) 410 will not be able to keep all
of its instructions and data cache-resident simultaneous-
ly. Thus, it is desirable for critical thread T(C) 410 to be
assigned one main memory 128 line from the group 0000,
0100, 1000, 1100 and one main memory 128 line from
the group 0001, 0101, 1001, 1101. Other factors may be
taken into account when making this determination, such
as current usage of main memory 128 and the potential
dynamic memory needs of critical thread T(C) 410. How-
ever the scope of this determination is not limited to just
these factors, and yet other factors may be considered
as well.
[0030] Continuing with the illustrative example of the
operation of system 400, assume that critical thread T(C)
410 is assigned to main memory 128 lines 0000 and
0001. This constrains critical thread T(C) 410 to use only
direct mapped cache 404 pool A 406. Another step in the
process is to assign non-critical threads T(N1) 412, T(N2)
414, and T(N3) 416 to main memory 128 lines. For pur-
poses of illustration, assume that threads T(N1) 412 and
T(N2) 414 each require two main memory 128 lines, while
thread T(N3) 416 requires four main memory 128 lines.
In making this determination, it is preferable for non-crit-
ical threads T(N1) 412, T(N2) 414, and T(N3) 416 to not
be assigned to any main memory 128 line that maps to
pool A 406. This disqualifies main memory 128 lines
0100, 0101, 1000, 1001, 1100, and 1101 (in Figure 4,
these main memory 128 lines are shaded to indicate that
they will not be used in exemplary system 400). Thus,
non-critical thread T(N1) 412 is assigned to main memory
128 lines 0010 and 0011, non-critical thread T(N2) 414
is assigned to main memory 128 lines 0110 and 0111,
and non-critical thread T(N3) 416 is assigned to main
memory 128 lines 1010, 1011, 1110, and 1111.
[0031] The result of these main memory 128 assign-
ments is that there will be no contention for pool A 406,
since only critical thread T(C) 410 will be mapped to it.
Thus, critical thread T(C) 410 will exhibit substantially
predictable execution behavior. In contrast, all of the non-
critical threads will map to and contend for pool B 408,
but any such contention or cache thrashing will be trans-
parent to critical thread T(C) 410 and therefore will have
limited or no impact any critical events.
[0032] Figure 5 illustrates a second embodiment,
wherein system 500 manages a 16-line main memory
128 and a 4-line 2-way set associative cache 504. Sys-
tem 500 further comprises a critical thread, T(C) 510, and
a plurality of non-critical threads, T(N1) 512, T(N2) 514,
and T(N3) 516. Additionally, system 500 also comprises
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thread T(X) 518. The operation of system 500 is similar
to the operation of system 400, with the exception that
system 500 comprises a set associative cache 504,
which provides additional flexibility with respect to how
main memory 128 assignments can be made. Otherwise,
the following exemplary operation of system 500 is anal-
ogous to the previous exemplary operation of system
400.
[0033] During operation of system 500, it is determined
that thread T(C) 510 is a critical thread and requires a
dedicated portion of set associative cache 504 for its in-
structions and data. For sake of illustration and without
loss of generality, set associative cache 504 is divided
into two pools, pool A 506 and pool B 508. Assume further
that pool A 506 is chosen to be dedicated to critical thread
T(C) 510. Eight main memory 128 lines map to pool A
506: 0000, 0010, 0100, 0110, 1000, 1010, 1100, and
1110. Assuming yet further that critical thread T(C) 510
requires two main memory 128 lines to store its instruc-
tions and data, the another step is to determine to which
main memory 128 lines critical thread T(C) 510 should
be assigned.
[0034] Like the corresponding determination of system
400, this determination can take many factors into ac-
count. However, a difference between system 500 and
system 400 is that the set associative cache 504 of sys-
tem 500 allows for some additional flexibility. Similar to
system 400, it is preferable for critical thread T(C) 510 to
be assigned two main memory 128 lines such that critical
thread T(C) 510 does not contend with itself for the cache.
However, since set associative cache 504 is two-way,
both of the assigned main memory 128 lines can map to
the same set in set associative cache 504 without con-
tending with one another. For example, critical thread
T(C) 510 could be assigned main memory 128 lines 0000
and 0010 in system 500, whereas in system 400 this
assignment would result in contention for direct-mapped
cache 404.
[0035] Like system 400, other factors may be taken
into account when assigning critical thread T(C) 510 to
main memory 128 lines, such as current usage of main
memory 128 and the potential dynamic memory needs
of critical thread T(C) 510. However the scope of this
determination is not limited to just these factors, and other
factors may be considered as well.
[0036] Continuing with the illustrative example of the
operation of system 500, assume that critical thread T(C)
510 is assigned to main memory 128 lines 0000 and
0010. This constrains critical thread T(C) 510 to use only
set associative cache 504 pool A 506. Then, non-critical
threads T(N1) 512, T(N2) 514, and T(N3) 516 are as-
signed to main memory 128 lines. Similar to system 400,
it is advantageous to assign these threads to main mem-
ory 128 lines that do not map to pool A 506. Thus, in this
example, non-critical thread T(N1) 512 is assigned to
main memory 128 lines 0001 and 0011, non-critical
thread T(N2) 514 is assigned to main memory 128 lines
0101 and 0111, and non-critical thread T(N3) 516 is as-

signed to main memory 128 lines 1001, 1011, 1101, and
1111.
[0037] Unlike system 400, the flexibility of set associ-
ative cache 504 makes it possible that pool A can be
shared between critical thread T(C) 510 and another crit-
ical or non-critical thread T(X) 518, using memory located
at main memory 128 line 0100. For example, if critical
thread T(C) 510 only needs to access main memory 128
line 0010 infrequently, then critical thread T(C) 510 and
thread T(X) 518 may be able to effectively share cache
pool A 506, because it is possible for both main memory
128 lines 0000 and 0100 to be simultaneously cache-
resident. In general, if a cache pool with N lines is shared
between two threads and one of those threads requires
M of those lines, where M<N, then the other thread will
be able to use the remaining N-M lines without interfering.
[0038] Figure 6 illustrates a method 600 for implement-
ing cache pooling on a multi-threaded system. In step
610 a cache is divided into a plurality of cache pools.
These pools may be substantially the same size or may
be of various sizes. In step 620, the criticality of a first
thread is determined, and in step 630 this first thread is
assigned to a plurality of main memory 128 locations. In
step 640, the criticality of a second thread is determined,
and in step 650 this second thread is assigned to a plu-
rality of main memory 128 locations. The first and second
threads may be assigned to main memory 128 locations
such that these main memory 128 locations map to dis-
joint cache pools. For example, when assigning the sec-
ond thread to main memory 128, the cache pool(s) that
the first thread can use may be taken into account so that
the second thread will map to different cache pool(s).
Other considerations may also be taken into account,
including but not limited to, cache pool size, the relative
criticalities of the threads, and the number of threads al-
ready assigned to each cache pool. For example, a
thread may be assigned to memory locations that map
to a cache pool based on the size of the cache pool and
the memory requirements of the thread.
[0039] Figure 7 illustrates a method 700 for implement-
ing cache pooling on a multi-threaded system. In step
710 a cache is divided into a plurality of cache pools. In
step 720, main memory is divided into a plurality of re-
gions, wherein each region maps to a cache pool. In step
730, critical threads are assigned to a first set of main
memory 128 regions, and in step 740, non-critical threads
are assigned to a second set of main memory 128 re-
gions. These main memory 128 regions may map to dis-
joint cache pools, so that critical threads use one or more
cache pools, while non-critical threads use a different set
of cache pools.
[0040] In full generality, these embodiments are not
limited to a small number of critical threads, equal-sized
cache pools, only two cache pools, leaving certain main
memory lines unused, or cache pools encompassing only
contiguous cache lines. The system may support multiple
critical threads. Each critical thread may be assigned to
its own cache pool, may share a cache pool with one or
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other critical or non-critical threads, or may span multiple
cache pools. Before a critical thread shares a cache pool
with other threads, a determination may be made in order
to ensure that combining the critical thread with other
threads will not have a deleterious impact on the system’s
performance requirements. For example, it may be de-
termined that combining a critical thread with another
thread in a particular cache pool is allowable because
the pool is large enough so that the threads will not con-
tend frequently with one another, or that their contention
will not have a significant performance impact. On the
other hand, it may be determined that combining a critical
thread with another thread will result in the critical thread
exhibiting less predictable performance, and that such
combination is undesirable.
[0041] When making determinations whether to com-
bine threads in the same cache pool, a number of factors
may be taken into account, including but not limited to:
criticality of the threads, memory requirements of the
threads, CPU requirements of the threads, and behavior
of the threads. For the latter, certain threads may behave
in a manner that is detrimental to critical threads. In some
systems, a thread may run periodically, testing every bit
in memory in order to detect potential memory failures.
However, in order to test every bit in memory, each bit
must be accessed. This results in the cache pool as-
signed to the thread potentially being completely over-
written. Any critical thread that shares the same cache
pool will suffer worst-case latency when the cache is re-
filled with its instructions and data. However, non-critical
threads may be able to absorb this latency without im-
pairing overall system performance.
[0042] The entity making the determinations of how to
configure cache pools and assign specific threads into
these pools may be, but is not limited to: the operating
system, specific hardware components such as a CPU
or a cache, an executable program, or a human user.
Furthermore, multiple entities may combine to make this
determination.
[0043] In one example, a human user may fill out a
web-based form, specifying the criticality of various
threads. A utility program may process the information
within this form in conjunction with the hardware charac-
teristics of the system (e.g., main memory 128 size,
cache size and associativity, etc.) to create a configura-
tion file. The operating system may use this configuration
file to make run-time determinations of how to assign
threads to main memory.
[0044] In another example, a human user interacts with
a utility program that allows the user to specify cache
characteristics of the system, such as cache size and
cache associativity, as well as the amount of main mem-
ory 128 available. The utility program may determine the
number of unique main memory 128 regions, each region
mapping to a unique group of cache lines. The user may
construct cache pools by selecting one or more main
memory 128 groups for inclusion into each cache pool.
[0045] Further illustrating this example, if there are 64

main memory 128 regions, one cache pool may be con-
figured to have 1 main memory 128 region map to it,
whereas another cache pool may be configured to have
32 main memory 128 regions map to it, and a third cache
pool may be configured to have 31 main memory 128
regions map to it. A flexible configuration tool will allow
cache pools to be created to meet the memory needs
and criticality of system functions.
[0046] Once the memory configuration is determined,
the main memory 128 region that each thread or set of
threads will operate in is selected, again based on the
criticality and memory needs of each thread. The system
can enforce this configuration such that any main mem-
ory 128 allocation requested by a given thread will come
out of its designated main memory 128 region.
[0047] A further embodiment involves dividing a cache
into cache pools such that thread usage of these cache
pools can be enforced by the operating system’s virtual
memory manager. In Figure 8, three views 800 of a mem-
ory address according to this embodiment are presented.
The memory address consists of a number of bits, for
example, 16, 32, 64, etc., that index a computing sys-
tem’s memory. Without loss of generality and for purpos-
es of simplification, this embodiment assumes an n-way
set associate cache structure. Of course, a direct
mapped cache can be considered to be a one-way set
associative cache; therefore, this simplification does not
limit the scope of the embodiment.
[0048] Memory address view 801 divides the memory
address into three regions, A 802, B 804, and C 806.
Region C 806 defines a byte index within a cache line.
Region B 804 defines a cache set index. Region A 802
will be discussed later. All memory addresses for which
Region B 804 is the same will be assigned to the same
cache set, and therefore will be in the same cache pool.
Thus, each bit pattern possible in Region B 804 defines
a simple cache pool containing a single cache set.
[0049] Memory address view 810 divides the memory
address into four regions, A 802, B1 814, B2 816, and C
806, where Regions B1 814 and B2 816 combined are
Region B 804 of memory address view 801, and Regions
A 802 and C 806 are the same as in memory address
view 801. Region B2 816 in combination with Region C
806 defines the offset within a virtual or physical page
(see Figure 3 for an overview of how offsets can be used).
Similarly, Region A 802 in combination with region B 1
814 defines the memory address’s memory page.
[0050] For purposes of further illustration, memory ad-
dress view 820 defines the boundary between the mem-
ory page 822 and the offset 824 to be the boundary be-
tween Region B1 814 and Region B2 816 of memory
address view 810. Accordingly, this embodiment is a fur-
ther extension of the embodiments previously disclosed.
By locating this boundary between Region B 1 814 and
Region B2 816 as described, this embodiment has the
further advantage of defining cache pools such that they
are enforceable by an operating system’s virtual memory
protection mechanisms. The operating system may fur-
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ther rely upon support in hardware for virtual memory
protection.
[0051] As described above, an operating system will
protect a memory page by only allowing certain types of
access from a particular thread or threads. Thus, Region
B1 1 814 defines a virtual-memory-enforceable cache
pool. In order assign a thread to a given virtual-memory-
enforceable cache pool, the operating system locates
the thread on physical memory pages that are all within
the same virtual-memory-enforceable cache pool. If the
thread requires exclusive access to a cache pool, no oth-
er threads are assigned to the given virtual-memory-en-
forceable cache pool. If needed, more than one virtual-
memory-enforceable cache pool can be assigned to a
thread.

Claims

1. A method (600) for enabling a computing system,
comprising:

dividing (610) a main memory (128) into a plu-
rality of groups of locations, wherein each of the
plurality of groups is associated with a set of one
or more lines in a cache (506, 508);
determining (620) a criticality of a first thread;
and
assigning (630) the first thread to a first group
of the plurality of groups, wherein the first group
is chosen based on the criticality of the first
thread and on the set of one or more lines in the
cache that is associated with the first group.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the first thread is
one of a plurality of high criticality and low criticality
threads, further comprising:

assigning a plurality of high criticality threads to
the first group associated with a first set of one
or more lines in the cache; and
assigning a plurality of low criticality threads to
a second group of locations associated with a
second set of one or more lines in the cache,
wherein the first set of one or more lines of the
cache and the second set of one or more lines
of the cache are mutually exclusive.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

determining (640) a criticality of a second thread;
and
assigning (650) the second thread to a second
group of locations, wherein the second group is
chosen based on the criticality of the first thread,
the criticality of the second thread, and the set
of one or more lines in the cache that is associ-
ated with the second group.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren (600) zur Ermöglichung eines Datenver-
arbeitungssystems, umfassend:

Aufteilen (610) eines Hauptspeichers (128) in
mehrere Gruppen von Speicherstellen, wobei
jede der mehreren Gruppen einer Menge von
einer oder mehreren Leitungen in einem Cache
(506, 508) zugeordnet ist;
Bestimmen (620) einer Kritikalität eines ersten
Threads; und
Vergeben (630) des ersten Threads an eine ers-
te Gruppe der mehreren Gruppen, wobei die
erste Gruppe auf der Basis der Kritikalität des
ersten Threads und der Menge von einer oder
mehreren Leitungen in dem Cache, die der ers-
ten Gruppe zugeordnet ist, gewählt wird.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der erste Thread
einer von mehreren Threads hoher Kritikalität und
niedriger Kritikalität ist, ferner umfassend:

Vergeben mehrerer Threads hoher Kritikalität
an die erste Gruppe, die einer ersten Menge von
einer oder mehreren Leitungen in dem Cache
zugeordnet ist; und Vergeben mehrerer
Threads niedriger Kritikalität an eine zweite
Gruppe von Speicherstellen, die einer zweiten
Menge von einer oder mehreren Leitungen in
dem Cache zugeordnet ist, wobei sich die erste
Menge von einer oder mehreren Leitungen des
Caches und die zweite Menge von einer oder
mehreren Leitungen des Caches gegenseitig
ausschließen.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, ferner umfassend:

Bestimmen (640) einer Kritikalität eines zweiten
Threads; und
Vergeben (650) des zweiten Threads an eine
zweite Gruppe von Speicherstellen, wobei die
zweite Gruppe auf der Basis der Kritikalität des
ersten Threads, der Kritikalität des zweiten
Threads und der Menge von einer oder mehre-
ren Leitungen in dem Cache, die der zweiten
Gruppe zugeordnet ist, gewählt wird.

Revendications

1. Procédé (600) pour permettre l’activation d’un sys-
tème informatique, comprenant les étapes consis-
tant à :

diviser (610) une mémoire principale (128) en
une pluralité de groupes d’emplacements, cha-
cun de la pluralité de groupes d’emplacement
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étant associé à un jeu d’une ou plusieurs lignes
dans un cache (506, 508) ;
déterminer (620) la criticité d’une première
tâche ; et
attribuer (630) la première tâche à un premier
groupe de la pluralité de groupes, le premier
groupe étant choisi sur la base de la criticité de
la première tâche et de l’ensemble d’une ou plu-
sieurs lignes dans le cache associé au premier
groupe.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la pre-
mière tâche est l’une d’une pluralité de tâches de
grande criticité et de faible criticité comprenant en
outre les étapes consistant à :

attribuer une pluralité de tâches de grande cri-
ticité au premier groupe associé à un premier
ensemble d’une ou plusieurs lignes dans le
cache ; et
attribuer une pluralité de tâches de faible criticité
à un deuxième groupe d’emplacements asso-
ciés à un deuxième ensemble d’une ou plusieurs
lignes dans le cache, le premier ensemble d’une
ou plusieurs lignes du cache et le deuxième en-
semble d’une ou plusieurs lignes du cache étant
mutuellement exclusifs.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre les étapes consistant à :

déterminer (640) une criticité d’une deuxième
tâche ; et
attribuer (650) la deuxième tâche à un deuxième
groupe d’emplacements, le deuxième groupe
étant choisi sur la base de la criticité de la pre-
mière tâche, de la criticité de la deuxième tâche,
et de l’ensemble d’une ou plusieurs lignes dans
le cache qui est associé au deuxième groupe.
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